Position Posting, Requirements and Recruitment:
The GISCorps recruitment team posted the following volunteering opportunity with Worldwide Fund for Nature,
one of the world’s largest and most respected independent conservation organisations, with almost 6 million
supporters and a global network active in over 100 countries. WWF-SA requested assistance from GISCorps
volunteers in developing interactive ArcGIS Online (AGOL) based story maps.
Shoreh Elhami and Leslie Zolman from GISCorps interviewed Shruthi Srinivasan (Texas A&M Forest Service) on
Sept 29, 2016 and she was selected on Oct 4, 2016 to start working on the project. Leslie Zolman from the
GISCorp’s ArcGIS Online team assisted Shruthi with this project. We worked with Dean Muruven, who is the
Program Manager at WWF-SA for Water Source Areas.

Mission of the Project:
Water doesn't come from a tap and only 8% of South Africa's land area produces 50% of its surface water. The
goal of this project was to transform the “Journey of Water” website (http://www.journeyofwater.co.za/) into an
interactive story map. Using compelling multimedia content and narrative text on the WWF Journey of Water
website, we produced authoritative maps that can help reconnect people to the real water source areas in South
Africa.

Timeline:
Oct 4, 2016 to Mar 22, 2017.
The story map was launched on Mar 22, 2017 - World Water Day.

Project Communication:
All communications for this project were through Skype conference call and e-mail. Monthly reports on the
project status were e-mailed to Shoreh. Images were shared using Google Drive.

Project Update - Oct 2016:
We officially started the project with an introductory Skype call on Oct 9, 2016. Dean explained about the drought
scenario in South Africa and the importance of ‘Journey of Water’ website to educate the public about South
Africa’s water source areas. We discussed about GIS data, multimedia content and got other questions clarified
during the call.
Aurelie Shapiro, who runs the GIS system Globil in Germany, mentioned that we could get access to their
institutional ArcGIS Online account for this project. This will be mutually beneficial for us to have access to WWF
data, and for WWF to be able to use and maintain the Journey of Water data in the long term. This will also
eliminate the need for us to transfer the contents from GIS Corp’s AGOL to WWF AGOL once the project is
completed. So, AGOL accounts were set up, a group was created in AGOL and required permissions and roles
were assigned. Two accounts were created for Shruthi and Leslie with publisher roles and 50 credits were
allocated to each account. While creating the group, it was important to check the ‘members can update all items
in this group’ under the Status section. This had to be done when the group was created which cannot be
unchecked later. The collaboration group allowed the members of the project (Dean, Shruthi and Leslie) to view
and edit the web maps and apps if required. We were asked not to use or distribute any WWF non-publicly
shared data without checking with Aurelie.
Once the AGOL group and accounts were ready, the first draft of the story map with some sample data was
developed. The project and data details on bgis.sanbi.org/Projects/Detail/145 were reviewed before the story
map was populated. A user account had to be created to download any dataset from bgis.sanbi.org. After
discussing on the different options of creating the story map for the website, we decided to create a single story
map that will replace the ‘SA Water Source Areas’ on www.journeyofwater.co.za/watersourceareas and the story
map will be embedded in the ‘Journey of Water’ website. Because WWF-SA has limited GIS experience it was also
decided that standard out-of-the box story maps would be used that would allow staff to make updates to the
maps.

After the initial story map draft was reviewed by the group, we decided to use the Map Journal as the overall
template for the ‘Journey of Water’ story map. Each water source area will be a page in the map journal, which
will have an associated side panel and a main panel. The side panel will have some information on the water
source area. User actions to navigate to a section or an area in the map can be defined in the side panel if
required. The main panel will have embedded apps for each water source area in the map journal. The first story
map draft had a tabbed series embedded story map in the main panel for every water source area. The first tab
was the location map, second tab was the threats tab and the third tab was the gallery tab. All the testing for the
story map draft was done on Eastern Cape water source area. Only when all updates were approved by the
group, we planned to propagate the changes to every water source area.

Wireframe of the first story map
draft

The GIS data for rivers was downloaded from https://www.dwa.gov.za/iwqs/gis_data/. This shapefile only had
the main rivers and did not have the river name in the attribute table. The strategic water source area blobs were
downloaded from bgis.sanbi.org/Projects/Detail/145.

Project Update - Nov 2016:
For the gallery tab, the pictures could have been a collage or a carousel or just the individual pictures. We
decided not to do a carousel since the code had to be hosted on the WWF server and the URL will be linked on
the story map. We wanted all the data to be hosted on the AGOL server for easy and quick maintenance/update
of the data. The collage option for the individual water source area was also eliminated since the high quality
pictures would not be visually effective in a collage. A bulleted story map series was created for the pictures and
embedded inside the Gallery tab.
Wireframe of the Gallery tab for a water source area

The Developer Tool in Chrome was used to find the location of the images from the journeyofwater website. All
the images were hosted in journeyofwater.co.za/img/galleries/. The images were added to the Gallery tab using
the URL for each water source area - example: http://journeyofwater.co.za/img/galleries/amatole/amatole01.jpg. However, we made sure that the URL of images has to be updated if the path of the source images
change.
For the Threats tab, the journey of water website had text for the different threats. We decided to take
screenshots of the threats and add it to the tab, since text cannot directly be added to the tabbed story map.

On the home page map, we decided to add national parks and hiking trails that could be interesting for the public
from http://dataknp.sanparks.org/sanparks/. However, there was no downloadable GIS data. We contacted
Chenay, GIS and Remote Sensing Analyst to get access to any GIS data for national parks and hiking trails
https://www.sanparks.org/conservation/scientific_new/savannah_arid/data_resources/gis.php. Chenay replied
that all data requests had to be accompanied by the data user agreement that she sent us. Once completed, the
data will be released for download. Dean requested for the available data within the water source areas and sent
a completed data user agreement.

Project Update - Dec 2016:
Since the side panel information for all the water source areas was available in the website, they were populated
in the story map. However, the main panel embedded story map was done only for Amatole. We also added the
Journey of Water video from YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Be6b70yrTM) on the second page
in the story map. Since we had not received any GIS data or additional images, we did not get a chance to do a lot
of updates in December.

Project Update - Jan 2017:
In order to place the threats images on the WWF server, the FTP was shared but it was not accessible. So, the
images were shared with the media manager to place it on the WWF server, the URL of which can be accessed in
the story map. We didn’t hear anything from the media manager and the AGOL update from ESRI story maps
team was just in time. Instead of adding the images to the story map via a URL, they now allowed us to upload
the images to the story map directly from our computer and the images would be hosted on the AGOL server. So,
we didn’t have to access WWF server to place the images.
The threats image was uploaded to the AGOL server for Amatole. The individual images on the gallery tab (which
was already uploaded in November using the URL journeyofwater.co.za/img/galleries/) were downloaded to the
local machine and individually uploaded to the Gallery tab. By doing this, even if the source URL in WWF changes
in the future, it wouldn’t affect or break the story map. The templates and styles for Amatole water source area
was reviewed by the group. We got links to the freshwater ecosystem priority areas
http://bgis.sanbi.org/SpatialDataset/Detail/398 and http://bgis.sanbi.org/SpatialDataset/Detail/397. We received
the GIS data for national parks and Golden Gated hiking trails from Chenay. Since the group was okay with the
design and templates for Amatole, all the water source areas were populated with the respective location maps,
threats image and gallery images. The third page in the journal had a list of all water source areas and every area
was linked to the individual water source area section. At the bottom of every water source area's description in

the side panel, we added a hyperlink called 'Back to Water Source Areas'. This will help the users to navigate to
the water source areas page easily. In AGOL, every water source area had an individual web map with the rivers
and the blob and a tabbed story map series.

Project Update - Feb 2017:
Since the light gray basemap on the home page map didn’t look good visually, it was changed to the National
Geographic basemap. This basemap also had more details compared to the light gray basemap. We also updated
some symbology for the blobs, rivers and national parks. Sanlam was removed from the WWF logo on the story
map. Dean also started to work on reducing the text on the side panel for every water source area so the users
could read the just significant or interesting information and wouldn’t have to scroll through the lengthy text. We
decided to replace the static map on the water source areas main page with a photo collage. The basemap on the
water source areas location map was updated to imagery with labels.
We also decided to add weather information as links (in the side panel) to the cities that the water source area
supplies water. The national park popups had to be populated with additional information about the park. We
decided to remove the Threats tab and add the individual threats as icons to the location map. The threat icon
will then have a popup with more information on each threat. Finally, the design for all the water source areas
was changed. Instead of having the tabbed series embedded story map, we planned to have a tabbed bulleted
embedded story map. The first bullet will display the location map with the threat icons; the remaining bullets
will display the gallery of pictures. This design was a significant improvement in terms of performance and
maintenance.
Further, the main map on the home page was embedded in a basic tools configurable app with the following
tools: legend, layer, basemap gallery, overview map, measure and share. The mean annual runoff raster layer was
downloaded from bgis.sanbi.org/Projects/Detail/145 and published as a tile layer with the only two classes (220420 and >420 mm per yr - the breaks were adjusted in Arcmap before publishing) and added to the web map. A

scale visibility was set such that the mean annual runoff would show when the map is zoomed out and the water
source blobs would display as the map is zoomed in.
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Water source areas photo collage on the story map

Project Update - Mar 2017:
There was a significant number of story map updates completed in March 2017. One major update was to reduce
the number of web maps. Instead of having an individual web map for every water source area, we created a web
map for each region - Eastern Cape, Kwazulu-Natal, Limpopo, Mpumalanga and Western Cape. Each region’s web
map had the blobs for the water source areas within the region. The blobs were zipped shapefiles that were
added to the web map in AGOL. Each water source area blob had a popup with the ‘Did You Know’ information
from the journeyofwater website. The popup information was added directly in AGOL configure popup option
instead of adding it in the shapefile’s attribute table.

We got the GIS data for the dams from WWF. The dams were clipped by the water source area blobs and
dissolved to a single record. The zipped dam shapefile was added to the web map. Every water source area had
one dam layer. The popup for the dams were configured in AGOL to be the name and type of the dam. We
downloaded the NFEPA river layer from http://bgis.sanbi.org/SpatialDataset/Detail/397 and used named rivers
with an order of 2-7 and a permanent flow rate. Individual river segments were merged to form one feature per
river and were uploaded into the AGOL account as a Feature Layer and added to the home page main map and
the web maps for the water source regions.
Points (shapefile) were created for the threats and threat icons were edited in Photoshop and added as an item in
AGOL. The threat icons had a scale visibility such they will disappear as the user zooms into the map. This makes

the threat icons to be non-location specific. (These icons can easily be updated by opening the item in AGOL,
selecting Update and choosing a 120 x 120 pixels file of the same type and name.)
The revised text for the side panel section of the water source areas was updated. Each water source area had
information on free flowing rivers, supplies water to, interbasin transfer systems. Weather information from
http://weather.news24.com or http://www.accuweather.com was added as hyperlinks to the cities that the
water source area supplied water to. A new page explaining the different tools in the water source areas maps
was added below the water source areas page. This will help the users to better navigate and explore the
different options in every page.

We added metadata to all the items in AGOL and added the following tags to all items plus individual tags; WWFSA, Journey of Water, WWF, GLOBIL, StoryMap, Africa, Water, South Africa. The 8% of South Africa's Land Area
Provides 50% of its surface Water image was used as the item thumbnail. All the items had the following tags
WWF, GLOBIL, Story Map, Africa, Water, South Africa and additional item specific tags. For the Access and Use
constraints, we added that the data and information may only be used for non-commercial purposes, and WWF
retains no liability for errors. All the data sources were given credit too. Information was added to the summary

and description to explain the items, which also included a link to the story map journal and the PDF report http://www.journeyofwater.co.za/files/wwf_sa_watersource_area10_lo.pdf. This would provide enough
information for WWF to know what items were used in the story map and would also allow users to find
individual maps and apps and easily access the full story map.
On the home page, main map, we added popup information to all national parks. Since there were only few
hiking trails data, this layer was turned off by default in the web map. On the story map, the user can turn on the
layer if required. An image was created for the partners and was added to the last page in the story map.

Once a final review on the design and the content of the story map was completed, all items were made public.
http://panda.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=d26b65be62324d2e9d37005fd07e7667

For the story map to be embedded within the website, following is the code:
<iframe width="100%" height="800px"
src="http://panda.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=d26b65be62324d2e9d37005fd07e7667
" frameborder="0" scrolling="no"></iframe>

Transforming the Journey of Water Website into a Story Map Experience:

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Guidelines for Future Updates on the Story Map:
 Any layout or style changes to the story map journal should be done in the settings section. The following
changes can be made to the journal if required: Layout, Layout options, Theme, Fonts and Header. The
story map builder option gives you only six color palettes to choose from for the journal theme. If any other
theme has to be applied to the story map journal, you can customize the code in
https://github.com/Esri/map-journal-storytelling-template-js. Additional information and a detailed
tutorial for the story map journal can be found at https://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/app-list/map-journal/

 All the web maps and web mapping applications have a ‘Delete Protection’, which protects the data from
accidentally being deleted from AGOL. If you want to delete an item, click on the item and select the
settings tab, disable the delete protection and then delete the item.

 To add a new threat icon, add the item from your computer to AGOL. Enter the tags and click on add item.
Share the item with everyone to use the URL in the change style window of the threat point layer. Each
water source area in the region web map has individual threat points named as threat 1, threat 2 and
threat 3 (example: Amatole threat 1, Amatole threat 2 and Amatole threat 3). Check the type of threat by
clicking on the popup and make sure to update the correct icon. If any changes have to be made to the
popup information, click on configure popup on the threat layer and click on the configure option to
update the text.

 If the rivers layer has to be updated, it can either be added as a zipped shapefile or can be published as a
feature service in AGOL and added to the web map. Make sure to add the rivers to main home page web
map and the five water source regions web maps.

 And edits to the location, content and the popup placement of the web map can be done in the following
window:

Click on custom configuration to change any parameters. The content setting will give you the option to choose
which layers in the web map should show in the main section. For example, in the Amatole main section, the
layers for Amatole (blob, threats, dams and rivers) in the Eastern Cape web map will be turned on and the layers
for all other water source areas will be off. The overview map option is on for all the water source areas.

 The web map on the main home page is embedded in a basic viewer configurable app.

When you open the basic viewer water source areas app, you can explore the following settings.

The color theme is not limited like the journal. The basic viewer has a palette of colors to choose from. The
following tools are available on the journey of water home page.

 To make any changes to the mean annual runoff layer, download the raster layer from
bgis.sanbi.org/Projects/Detail/145 to Arcmap. They symbology can be changed or reclassification of the
layer can be done. Publish the layer as a tile layer to AGOL and add the layer to the web map.
 Any edits or addition of a new image to the gallery for the water source area must be done in the bulleted
story map series for each water source area (web mapping application with the water source name).

